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Abstract

In this paper, certain scaling functions are generated using the dyadic subband tree structure and applied 

to a time-hopping, pulse position modulation, ultra-wideband (TH-PPM UWB) system. Scaling functions can 

be obtained by iterating a lowpass filter at each level using a critically sampled dyadic tree. The 

performance of the TH-PPM UWB system employing scaling functions as the mono-cycle waveform is 

evaluated through computer simulations in a Rayleigh fading environment.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

An ultra-wideband (UWB) system is 

emerging as a good candidate for 

next-generation radio systems because it is 

possible to share the existing radio spectrum 

and transmit high-rate data up to 200Mbps [1]. 

In a time-hopping, pulse position modulation, 

ultra-wideband (TH-PPM UWB) system, the 

Gaussian mono-cycle waveform is generally 

used for PPM modulation [2]. Recently, some 

researchers try to apply wavelet functions 

instead of Gaussian mono-cycle waveforms to 

UWB systems because UWB and wavelet 

signals share many positive properties such as 

high resolution and time and band-limited 

properties [3]. Both scaling and wavelet 

functions have been shown to be suitable for 

use in UWB communication [4]. A particular 

implementation of the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) compliant pulse generator 

using scaling functions for UWB systems in 

CMOS technology has also been presented in 

[5]. In this paper, scaling functions having 

similar properties are generated using the 

dyadic subband tree structure and applied to a 

TH-PPM UWB system. Scaling functions can 

be obtained by iterating a lowpass (LPF) filter 

at each level using a critically sampled dyadic 
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tree. The TH-PPM UWB system employing 

scaling functions as the mono-cycle waveform 

is evaluated through computer simulations in a 

Rayleigh fading environment.

Ⅱ. Generation of Scaling Functions 

The dyadic subband tree structure is one 

choice among the hierarchical subband filter 

banks that provide multiresolution 

decomposition [6],[7]. It splits the frequency 

band into two equal bands at each level of the 

tree and then decomposes only one of these 

bands at the next level. This is called a 

critically sampled dyadic tree. Specially, 

three-level (or four-channel) dyadic tree is 

shown in Fig. 1.

 

Figure 1. Dyadic tree structure.

It is now well understood [8] that a 

continuous scaling function can be obtained by 

iterating the LPF at each level using this 

dyadic tree.

It is shown that scaling functions have the 

following dilation property [6]

        
 

  

 ,       (1)

where   is the LPF,   denotes the 

number of filter taps, the support of   is [0, 

N-1], and the completeness property of a 

multiresolution approximation implies that any 

scaling function has a non-zero DC gain, i.e., 


∞

∞

≠  . Let        be analysis 

filter, and         the synthesis filter in 

the innermost two-band subband filter bank as 

in Figure. 1. Using the corresponding z 

transform, the choices

   


 
 

  

                                          (2)

lead to paraunitary perfect reconstruction 

(PR) with the associated delay. The transfer 

function for these choices in the innermost 

two-band subband filter bank can be expressed 

as

  
     

      (3)

In the time domain, we get

         
 

  

           (4)

This condition satisfies the orthogonality to 

its integer shifts (translates), i.e.,

         
∞

∞

        (5)

Let   be the Fourier transform of   

and define
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Then we obtain
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or recursively
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This result implies

                
 

  

             (9)

Note that     with the constraints of (4) 

and (9) gives one unconstrained filter 

coefficient. Among lots of choices the one filter 

coefficient which is robust  for changes in input 

signal characteristics can be obtained in dyadic 

tree structure with embedded PDF-optimized 

quantizer as in Table 1 [7].      

      

Figure 2. Scaling function

 The values of coefficient are very slightly 

different from those as in [9] due to the 

constraints in dyadic tree structure: embedded 

quantizer, average bit rate, compensation vector, 

input signal characteristics, no zero gain in the 

low pass filter, etc. This results in   using 

the fact that the infinite products as in (8) in 

the frequency domain are equivalent to infinite 

convolutions with the corresponding upsampled 

versions in the time domain as the following:
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                                       (10)

where ∗  indicates convolution and 

 
∞

∞

≠   Figure. 2 shows  

  obtained by iterating only two times for 

the simplicity. This result shows that the 

scaling functions using dyadic tree can be 

generated based on the values of corresponding 

filter coefficient with some constraints. Note 

that the details of regularity or smoothness 

considerations resulting from (1) as in Figure. 2 

are given in [9].

Table 1.  

   

0.4829628 0.8365163 0.2241440 -0.1294096

Ⅲ. A TH-PPM UWB System Employing 

Scaling Functions 

In a TH-PPM UWB system, the transmitted 

signal for the th user may be expressed as 

[10] 

  
∞

∞
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                                       (11)
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where   is the transmitted power,   is 

the mono-cycle waveform and normalized 

energy 
∞

∞

   . Here,   is set to 

be   obtained in Section 2. The parameter 

  is the frame time, the sequence 
  is the 

time-hopping code,   is the slot time,   is 

the pulse position offset, and   is the pulse 

repetition number. Finally, ⌊⌋
  is 

information sequence taking on 0 or 1, and 

changes at multiples of  . Assuming that   

users are transmitting on a -path fading 

channel given by

             
 

 

           (12)

the received signal can be expressed as

      ∗ 
 

 

      (13)

In (12),   is the th path gain coefficient 

and   is the th path delay time. The additive 

white Gaussian noise, , is assumed to be 

zero-mean with two-sided power spectral 

density of  . If maximal ratio combining is 

used in the correlator receiver, the receiver 

output for the interval  ≤      is 

given by

 

 
  

 


 

   
        

                                       (14)

Here, the correlator template signal is 

    . An estimate of the 

desired user's information bit can be obtained 

as

              (15) 

Ⅳ. Simulation Results 

In order to verify the TH-PPM UWB system 

employing a scaling funcation as the 

mono-cycle waveform, computer simulations 

have been performed in a Rayleigh fading 

environment. The performance of the system 

employing a scaling function is compared with 

the performance of the conventional system 

employing the Gaussian 2nd derivative function. 

To evaluate the BER performance, 100,000 data 

per user are transmitted over multi-path 

Rayleigh fading channels. The fading channel 

consists of two independent paths having equal 

power. The path delay of the second path 

varies from 0 to . In Figures. 3-5, the BER 

performance of five-user TH-PPM UWB 

systems employing scaling functions are 

presented. In these cases, the spreading gain is 

set to be    , respectively. To observe 

the intersymbol interference, the path delay of 

the second path was set to be 

    . Figures. 3-5 show that the 

BER performance of the TH-PPM UWB 

system employing Gaussian function as a 

mono-cycle waveform degrades as the second 

path delay increases. But, the performance 

degradation is not observed for the TH-PPM 

UWB system employing scaling functions due 

to orthogonality condition at the given path 

delay. The simulation results show that the 
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intersymbol interference can be reduced 

effectively in the TH-PPM UWB system 

employing scaling functions. 

Ⅴ. Conclusion 

In this paper, scaling functions are generated 

using the dyadic subband tree structure and 

applied to a TH-PPM UWB system. Among 

lots of choices, the one filter coefficient which 

is robust for changes in input signal 

characteristics was used using dyadic tree 

structure with embedded PDF-optimized 

quantizer. The system performance was 

evaluated in a Rayleigh fading environment. 

The performance degradation was observed in 

the TH-PPM UWB system employing Gaussian 

function as a mono-cycle waveform. But, the 

performance degradation was not observed for 

the TH-PPM UWB system employing scaling 

functions due to orthogonality condition at the 

given path delay. This result shows another 

robustness of scaling function using the dyadic 

tree structure for the TH-PPM UWB system.

 

Figure 3. Performance comparison of TH-PPM UWB 

systems (  )

Figure 4. Performance comparison of TH-PPM UWB 

systems (  )

Figure 5. Performance comparison of TH-PPM UWB 

systems (  )
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